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Dear Friends,

The first struggle (of the season) with a blank page and a
rather blank mind! But greetings from Caux, where we started the
summer conferences yesterday. So this will be a short first
letter. The house has been filling up day by day: we're just
over two hundred now, and rising. There's that beginning-of-
term feeling, with new faces, new people to get to know. On
Tuesday we start the first, franco-american, session, so many of
those arriving seem to be from the States, or from France. They
include a notable group from Frank Buchman's home state of
Pennsylvania. But we'll say more of them next week.

Yesterday we welcomed a senior Taiwanese diplomat, the
Director of the Sun Yat-sen Centre in Lausanne, with his wife and
daughter. Switzerland has no official diplomatic links with his
country, but he runs an embassy in all but name. They were
welcomed by the Liu family, and two other young Chinese from
Taiwan.

The winter was strangely mild, the spring early, the summer
hot and dry, and the harvest down in the valley is already well
advanced. So we prepare for another harvest here. Is it wishful
thinking, or is the world now more ready for moral and spiritual
re-armament? Are people coming with a new sense of need and
humility, in search of God's answers, since man's ways have so
clearly failed, are so clearly failing?

Whatever the explanation, we are expecting today the first
of a group of some 20 plus from Lebanon. Do please pray for
them, and the others like them, who will have to go through quite
a series of adventures to get as far as the front door of
Mountain House. Some leave by sea via Cyprus, others leave by
road via Damascus. They represent all the different communities
of that sad country. Many of those who come this summer seem
destined to make another, inner journey once they are here, to
meet a person, an individual from an enemy camp. We expect a
similar number of Greeks and Turks, from Cyprus and from Greece
and Turkey. The Mediterranean session towards the end of the
month looks like being one of the high-points of the summer.




